Minutes
Ps : je ne suis pas très sûre des dates …
Je reflechis encore ! J’ajouterais si j’ai de nouvelles idées. Mais je pense que je n’ai plus grande chose
à ajouter ;)
J’attends juste si tu as des choses à ajouter et on pourra les poster…

01/03/2014
First minute : meeting with S. Myriam on March 1st, 2014

We briefly described the aim of the project and how we think we will carry it.



Advices of our web-development tutor:
establish a good schedule
Try to have an idea about previous study of ezoombook website.
Try to run play on our localhost.



get the code source of ezoombook website and work with it



learn Scala : The ezoombook



send to our tutor an email to have the new version of the code.




website is coded under Scala that we don’t master. Given
we are following courses in Java, we thought it would be relevant to follow Scala to
elaborate our codes.

18/03/2014
nd

2

minute : meeting with S. Myriam on March 18th, 2014

We explained the following different technical issues we had encountered.





We are eventually 2 to work on the project.
Mayleen had not answered to our emails (in fact we emailed her before to have some idea
about the database acces in order to work on some functions but she had not answered)
We decide to work on the Internalization of the websiteb which dose not require the
database access. Just to avoid losing time while waiting for mayleen response.
Take in account the recomendation of C. Evain : Make the plateform more interactive by
displaying some message while someone is uploading a book. Message like « please wait
until your document has been saved before you click on other page »

First minute : meeting with Christine Evain on February 4th, 2014
We began the meeting by defining precisely the project and the concept of the company.
Mrs Evain gave us advice :
 look at similar plateforms




See the http://www.avh.asso.fr for more information
Email Fernado pinto and Mayleen if we have any issues

12/03/2014
nd

2

minute : meeting with Christine Evain on March 12th, 2014

Mrs Evain told us that Maxime Dô, the third member of our group could not join us for the project.
So we were 2 to work on the project while we were already late.
She told us about the coming conference about accessibility. It would be an opprtunity for us to ask
some questions to F. Pinto.

Meeting with F. pinto before the conference on accessibility March 24th, 2014
He advised us
Some software like total validator to check the accessibility of the website
Some software like malvoyance colorcontrast analyser for the ratio of contraste
To see http://eole.avh.asso.fr for more information
He highlighted the importance of :
 a good structure of the website (for example we must check if the Hn balises are well used)
 language balise
 the relevance of links
He suggested us to send intermediary version to be tested by his team.
He gave us an idea about the assistance technology the most used (JAWS is the first one but is
nd
expensive. The 2 is NVDA which is free)

